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Prayer Concerns 

January 18, 
2023 

New     Updates are in bold type 
No current update     PRAISE 

Home Bound 

Edna Jones  Doing pretty well 

Ruth Wilkes   

Assisted Living & Nursing Home 

Jackie Harrelson Chapman’s Room 408            256-397-1889 3701 Dadeville Road Alex City 35010    

Mary Jo Myers Recovering from a stroke at Chapman’s 

Katie Porter  Dadeville HealthCare she would love some visitors 

Louise Thomas Veranda Rm. 5 

Mike Weldon  Bill Nichols Veteran’s Home 

Sue Wheat Veranda dementia        June Clark 

Diane Wheeler Veranda Rm. 10  

Our Church & Staff 
 
Bro Ben & Sonya 
Hayes 

 

Forrest & Caren 
Jones 

 

Austin & Katelin 
Glass 

Prayers for them as they deal with issues with Katelin’s Mom. PRAISE they found a 
house; if you would like to help, contact Katelin – NEEDS blankets, comforters 

Charlie & Michele 
Kuykendall 

 

Hunter & 
Christina Baker 

 

Leadership Team  

  

First Responders As they work to clean up after the storm 

  

  

 

 

Please continue to pray for 
your “one” and ALL the lost 

& unchurched 
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Members Needs 

Jimmy Bagley Hip & back pain, going to try meds & PT, sees doctor again in 4 weeks; improving, going 
to PT, long process 

June Clark  C Diff doctor was pleased with how she is doing Monday, he said day 7-9 on 
antibiotics should show much improvement, still weak & tires easily, please 
continue to pray 

Debbie Collins Hip surgery went well, doing great, good report from the doctor, doing PT 

Bob Daniel Back pain, 2 scans last Thursday were clear, after the procedure Monday 19th  to put 
“cement” in fractured vertebrae, and an epidural last Friday the pain has not subsided 
like we hoped, had another epidural on the 5th  Diagnosis is degenerative disc disease so 
no magic pill; admitted to Grandview, doing tests, pray for answers; He got relief 
from pain, home today hopefully on blood thinners to dissolve the clots and will be 
fitted with a back brace 

Wayne & Belinda 
Daugherty 

reversal surgery last Thursday went well, got to come home Monday, pray for his 
recovery 

Glen & Connie 
Elmore 

Test showed cancer spread to lymph nodes and his hip 

Bubba & LuCile 
Gibson  

LuCile will see podiatrist in January to discuss much needed foot surgery; results from 
CT scan showed Bubba’s aortic aneurysm is at 5.8 cm which is at the operable stage, 
surgery is scheduled for Jan. 31st  

Shelia Gulledge  Has not improved physically and her mental health has declined 

Pete Harris Keep praying his PSA number remains below 4; PSA was 1.25 at last check-up; back for 
another check-up February 16th; pray for 0 PSA  

Jan Holland Health issues, just never feels good 

Brandon Jones Shoulder surgery went well; doing good, doctor started him on a few small exercises but 
he can’t pick up anything over 2 pounds for another 5 weeks, then start PT 

Mike Kilgore Continue prayers; latest blood work good 

Brenda Lipscomb Brenda coded in the hospital following back surgery last week and is in a coma. Moving 
to palliative care today 

Margaret 
Matthews 

congestive heart failure 

Elizabeth 
McGukin 

Went back to doctor because sinus infection was not getting better; doctor says she has 
long term COVID - tires easily, lots of congestion & coughing, could last 3 months to a yr.  

Meg Melton Shingles since Thanksgiving, Still having head & ear pain, not sure if it is still shingles 
related or ear issues; had to reschedule ENT appt. Jeanna & Meg have both been 
sick, Jeanna is better and Meg is getting there 

Whitney Rice Ruptured abscess in her colon; surgery to remove part of colon went well, home 
recovering; drain & staples out today, back in 8 weeks to discuss reconnection 

Carly Smith Shingles are dried up but the pain is still there 

James Smith Pray for a meeting room/space that would provide a place for people in the new 
development off Hwy. 63 to begin meeting until a church could be built, and a 
church planter to work with them  

Jaime Tatom Surgery for knee replacements went well, pray for her recovery; doing good with PT  

Jason Tidwell Doing ok now, being referred to a urologist at UAB, hoping a fresh set of eyes will help  

Robert &  
Joann Vaughn 

Brownie’s Parents, Robert came home from the hospital Tuesday, he is much better 

Marcia Ware Back pain & leg pain 
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   Special Requests 

Annabelle 
Ashworth 

Rare form of cancer, goes to Children’s every week for chemo, it’s a vicious cycle of low 
lab values & return trips for infusions multiple times a week; they will evaluate how 
tumor is responding to chemo in late Jan.  with the plan for surgery in February, with a 
possibility of more radiation after surgery  

Kathleen Atkins Doug’s mother recovering from COVID, ER yesterday with a bladder infection, home 
and much better today 

Glenda Brock Heart problems & health issues  Jerry Hughes’ sister 

Greg Busko Tom’s brother lung cancer, no chemo or radiation, robotic surgery is 2/1/23, 
Piedmont in Atlanta 

Pat Cutts Many health issues; has 3-4 fractures of her spine; procedure to put cement in these 
areas did not help; a little better but still trying to get over the RSV, coughing still an 
issue, can’t talk much without losing her breath, symptoms of scleroderma which 
are hard to keep at bay Jean Gravette’s cousin 

Randall Davis LMCH with pneumonia home doing much better Holly’s Uncle 

Sophie Grace 
Doane 

Premature; in prenatal unit for 6 months; home now with trac in throat to help 
breathing; feeding tube in stomach; making good progress    Joel R’s great-niece 

Mildred East    Ultra sound showed suspicious tissues in the other breast; biopsy showed cancer; 
surgery went well; oncologist thinks prognosis is good, NO CHEMO, will start a new 
estrogen lowering drug soon, please pray for no horrible side effects; radiation in 2-4 
weeks when incisions heal  Jean Gravette’s sister-in-law 

Peggy Foreman Lizz Spencer’s Mom EAMC ICU kidney failure; coded last week & was put on a vent, she 
is off the ventilator & all tubes have been removed, the swelling in her throat 
literally went down overnight, she is eating & drinking & will go home in the next 
couple of days! All glory to God! 

Shelia Fuller Still doing chemo even though she is in remission Holly’s sister-in-law 

Baby Garner please continue prayers that there are no other permanent issues; has had some really 
good days and has begun several therapy treatments, good report from pediatric 
neurologist, saw a specialist in hyperbaric oxygen therapy last week, they feel this 
could help continued recovery from both injuries; pray he will continue to 
improve  Max Graham’s Grandson              

Nita Garrett 
Family 

Yvonne’s sister   

Justin Gilstrap 11 yr. old in ICU recovering from a three-dog attack while riding his bike, he has 
had 5 surgeries with more to come, he is missing 70% of his scalp, has several 
lacerations & staples, he is doing well but is in a lot of pain Jerry McGukin 

Tom Hall Scheduled for kidney transplant and got COVID Nov. 5th, must text negative before they 
can proceed, tested positive again, will retest January 24th  Jenny Hall’s son 

Charles Harmon Cancer has returned; it is very aggressive; about the same  Jane Kile’s brother 

Betty Harper Brenda Payne’s Mama stroke, PT has done all they can, doing pretty good right now 

Bucky & AJ Heard  AJ’s breast cancer is stage 1, non-aggressive and treatable, looks like she will have a 
lumpectomy & probably radiation; Cydney has auto immune disorder which could be 
related to teenage hormones 

John Hooten Prostate cancer Linda K’s nephew-in-law 

Donna Hornsby Shannon Dark’s mom; cancer; no treatments at this time, she can barely talk which is 
very frustrating to her; please pray for her daughter Shannon as she helps care for her  

Jessica Hudson Cosby’s daughter, still out of remission; back on steroids, checking insurance to see if she 
qualifies for infusions 

Karson Hughes Sonya’s 10 yr. old great-nephew; cancer continues to spread, increased symptoms & 
pain; no real plan at this point, just play it day by day, spot of cancer on his spine; please 
pray for this Momma as she deals with funeral plans & discussions about DNR’s                              
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Larry Johnson 
(Peggy) 

Home from hospital with Home Health, still dealing with issues 

Katie Kennedy Glen Elmore’s youngest daughter; had a stroke: doing much better; back at work; saw 
cardiologist Jan. 9th; she will wear a monitor for 72 hours and they are going to 
schedule a CT scan 

Carol Kuykendall Spot discovered on lung; biopsy showed cancer; treatments are just a pill for right now; 
doing ok  Charlie’s Mom 

Connie Lacy Surgery to remove two benign tumors went well, pray for her recovery Carol 
Seller’s sister 

Angie Tindall 
Lamb 

Cancer in one kidney; had surgery Monday at Northport Hospital and only had to 
remove half the kidney; doctor was pleased but will know more when labs come back    
Patti N/Harriet W 

Dewayne 
Ledbetter 

Holly’s cousin’s son 45 years old hit by a car, brain-bleed under control; walking with a 
walker, still slow walking & eating but making progress; issues with eyes from head 
trauma, still in rehab  Holly 

Dorcas Little Lucy’s daughter, struggling with a kidney stone 

Alex Martin Senior at Beauregard High School; released to go back to sports but lymph nodes still 
swollen; back in January & if swelling has not gone down, they will do another biopsy; 
pray for the swelling to go down so they don’t have to do another biopsy    
Stephanie Tidwell     

Krista McGukin Has had uterine cancer; nodules at the bottom of her lungs have not changed since the 
last scan; has pneumonia, taking another round of prednisone & antibiotic, please 
pray this works, she needs to go back to work 

Frank & 
Roseanne 
Modugno 

Home from NY, Roseanne will be having open heart surgery in the near future 

Shelley Moore Stage 3  non-small cell lung cancer (Adenocarcinoma) port placed, has had one chemo, 
will do three before surgery to remove left lung, next treatment Jan. 23rd 
Debbie Thompson’s friend 

Peggy Moran 
Family 

Sharon Traylor & Sue Harris’ sister 

Benford & Judy 
Morgan 

Jerry Hughes neighbors need knee replacement but health prevents surgery 

Glen Nelson  Moved to nursing home, not doing well    Danna’s brother 

Bryce Patten leukemia, finishes 2 years of chemo in March, he is in remission; bringing home all A’s 
from school, doing great  June C. 

Linda Kay Peters Gayle Hawkin’s cousin has been in remission but blood work came back bad, back on 
chemo; had another stroke and not doing good  

Bubba Phillips  Surgery on leg got infected; has compression socks & can stay up more, still quite a way 
to go; appreciates prayers   Ann C nephew 

Sharon Phillips Ann C. back pain, appt. with back doctor today, hoping to schedule a block this 
week 

Peggy Prewett Stage 3A cancer; had double mastectomy; removed 7 lymph nodes 5 had cancer cells; 
started chemo Oct 5th; will have to take for a year; chemo makes her very sick, diarrhea 
& dehydration makes her have to go to ER   Linda McGuirt’s friend 

Teresa Raims Dementia   Jimmy P  

Shelia Rigsby 
 
 

pancreatic cancer; finished radiation therapy & numbers came down initially, but went 
up drastically. Labs showed pancreas tumor was unchanged but she had tumor studs on 
her liver, colon, & nodules on her chest. She decided no more treatments, she gets fluids 
several times a week & they are trying to keep her comfortable      Belinda’s cousin 

David Robinson Back pain is better, doing exercises to help Holly 
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Margaret 
Robinson 

macular degeneration; will go back to retina specialist in March for a consult about eye 
surgery; doctor Monday shot in shoulder & lower back has helped pain                                                                        
Holly’s Mom 

Chip Scocca Nanci S. brother, doing ok and is thankful for the prayers 

Belinda Siggers Cancer numbers are up, started chemo & treatments make her extremely sick, she will 
have treatments every 3 weeks; scan after the chemo this week, tumor is in 
abdomen next to spleen & colon, pray it is not attached to the spleen, going to MD 
Anderson Feb. 5th she will be there 3 days for tests & doc. Appt. Carol Sellers 

Carolyn Smith Carly Smith’s daughter-in-law cancer, finished her chemo; waiting on the surgeon to 
decide what to do next 

Bob Stone Congestive heart failure, had stent put in and back at Bill Nichols Mike Tucker’s uncle 

Ross Tapley Was born without enough pigmentation in his eyes which was affecting his sight, 
at his check-up Monday his vision was perfect! Pat Lynch’s great grandson 

Macie Huff Turner Gayle Huff’s great granddaughter at UAB, has pneumonia, Home Tuesday 

Dot Vickers Malignant tumor on spine, nothing they can do, pray for peace & comfort; doing great   
Gayle Huff her son Jimmy is working & doing good, not living with his Mom 

Faye Wakefield Severe pain, not sure she will improve without a miracle Bro. Ben 

Cheryl Waller Waiting for a heart transplant Gloria’s cousin 

Rosby Warnock 3 yr. old, removed large malignant tumor from chest after chemo;  
PET scan came back clear; maintenance chemo weekly through port & taking meds by 
mouth daily    Ann A.  

Major Webb lives in Guam; still having headaches, going to Hawaii this month to see another 
neurologist   Busko’s nephew  

Sue Weldon Has  AFib; heart cath showed no blockages; they changed her meds  

Paul Williams John & Brenda Lipscomb’s son-in-law emergency brain surgery July 14th at UAB; 
paralyzing on one side of his face from first surgery is better but his eye is still a 
problem; his Boston surgeon wants to wait until first of the year to see how fast the 
tumor is growing; symptoms have returned, returned to Boston Tuesday to have an 
arteriogram to determine next steps  

Angie Willis approved to go on the kidney transplant list;  Labs showing kidney failure, goes back the 
18th to complete the fistula in her arm in preparation for dialysis, lab work will indicate 
when she starts dialysis; still praying for a donor Susan Tittle’s daughter 

Jane Wilson Diagnosed with kidney failure  Gloria 

Leigh Wyngard  Staph infection in surgery site after open-heart surgery; bad diabetic; came home with 
wound vac and home health; on antibiotics for 3 months; additional surgery to remove 
one of the wires that is holding her chest tog wound vac is GONE, almost back to normal   
Susan Tittle 

Elaine Wright doing better Holly’s aunt 

Bill Yates Needs both hips & both knees replaced; had one hip replacement and had a lot of 
problems with infection, etc. Will have the other hip replaced Feb. 13th  

Missionaries/Military and their Families 

Conway’s Missionaries in Kushan  Will & Matt Families Mary Belser  

Daniel & Jessica 
Riuz 

Joani & Tom’s daughter Liberia  

Adam & Charli 
Spates 

Nicaragua 

Brittany Yonzon Urban Nations Outreach NY 


